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Sourced and manufactured within North America, Vision Wood of-
fers a premiere selection of thermally modified wood products for 
all of your outdoor and indoor projects. Thermally treated wood 
thoroughly alters the cellular structure of the lumber, creating a 
high-quality, vibrant material built to perform in the harshest of 
climates.

Sustainability, durability, innovative technology – several of our 
core tenets in bringing to market a product that delivers exotic ap-
peal with only the natural elements of heat, steam, and time. With 
performance and quality in mind, we aim to provide generational 
wood for all design concepts.
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PRODUCT

HT Pine Cladding 1x6 (HTP16CV)

PROFILE

HT Pine Cladding 1x6 (HTP16CV)
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588Janka Hardness

100% American Made and FinishedManufactured

Thermally Modified Southern Yellow Pine

Plain Sawn Mixed Grain

Species

Cut

Select and BetterGrade

3/4”Thickness

5 3/8”

8’–16’ Random Lengths

Width

Construction Solid Southern Yellow Pine Modified Thermally

Length

Natural/Golden Brown—Naturally Ages to Silver-Gray with Time and ExposureColor

V-GroovedProfile

UnfinishedFinish

Pre-drill and SS Trim FastenersInstallation

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
HT™ P ine  C ladd ing  1 x6
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Vision Wood was built on 30 years of traveling the world to find the 
finest materials on the cutting edge of performance. Our clients―
the developers, architects, designers and homeowners―consistent-
ly rely on our team to provide the highest quality components to 
achieve a project worthy of the admiration it deserves. 

All of our partners are leaders in their respective industries for 
environmental responsibility and carbon compliance. With sus-
tainability being another core belief, Vision Wood only engages in 
partnerships with companies that manage forests responsibly by 
promoting their growth and protection for future generations. The 
products we offer have no added urea formaldehyde and low vol-
atile organic compounds. All of Vision Wood materials are sustain-
ably forested.

OUR PLANET MATTERS
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(504) 265-8983

6010 Magazine Street 
New Orleans, LA 70118

visionwood.com
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